
Arrive Takamatsu station

Take in the view of the Seto Inland Sea and its

chain of islands, all the way to the Takamatsu

skyline, from the peak of this roof-shaped lava

plateau. Make a wish to protect the area from

natural disaster by throwing small unglazed

singles in what is called 'kawarake-nage'.

Transfer by Yashima Summit Shuttle Bus or taxi

17:30

Related Info : TAK-SPOT004

This is an udon restaurant at the foot of

Yashima. The restaurant is a restored Edo

period building with a comfortable and relaxing

atmosphere. The 'family udon' is most popular,

served in a large, flat wooden bowl called 'tarai'

- this can easily feed 4-5 people.

C Zaigo Udon original shop, Waraya 

Related Info : TAK-cafe004 

▼

Takamatsu castle is one of Japan's three water

castles, and the ruins have been turned into a

park. Riding in the wooden castle boat along

the moat, which is connected to the ocean, is a

popular outing. You can feed the sea bream

fish swimming in the moat, as you take in the

castle scenery from on the water.

Take the Kotoku Line train from JR Takamatsu station to

JR Yashima station, approximately 10 minutes on the

special express. Take the Kotohira Line/Nagao Line train

from Takamatsu Chikko station to Kawaramachi, change to

Shido Line approximately 30 minutes to Kotoden Yashima

station. Transfer to mountain top on Yashima Summit

Shuttle Bus.

▼ 19:00

Take JR Takamatsu Line train to Takamatsu station,

transfer to Kotoden Shido Line train and then Kotohira

Line to Takamatsu Chikko station

KAG-mode005
YASHIMA (GOGOHANNICHIKOSU) Yashima afternoon half-day course

◎ From Takamatsu station depart at 13:00, Takamatsu Castle ruins and Tamamo Park at 13:10, Yashima at 15:00

　

Sightseeing course Yashima afternoon half-day course
Feel Kagoshima's history through the castle and its surrounding natural beauty

A B C

▼ 13:00

Walking transfer

▼ 15:00 B

Takamatsu station

▼ 13:10 Takamatsu Castle ruins and Tamamo Park

Related Info : TAK-SPOT003
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